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I. INTRODUCTION
AGENDA 21 of the UN Conference on Environmental Development, and the
international conventions on biodiversity, desertification and climate change, have
focus& attention on the need for action to avoid f&her deterioration of the
environment, and particularly on the problems of land degradation. The recent
conference on population in Cairo has also directed attention to the difficulties of
feeding the burgeoning population while protecting and enhancing the environment,
and the vital natural resources upon which agriculture depends. Soil, water, and
nutrient managementis a particular concern of the international agricultural research
Many donor agencies want research on soil, water, and nutrient
COlllXWlity.
managementstrengthenedin concert with the AGENDA 21 Action Plan.
The DSIYIBSRAM workshop on “Soil, Water, and Nutrient Management
Research: Environmental and Productivity Dimensions” was held from 26-30
September 1994 in Zschortau, F’RG. A total of 47 participants were drawn from:
national agricultural researchsystems(Asia, Latin America, and Africa), land users and
nongovernment organizations (Asia, and Latin America); advanced research
organizations (Australia, France, Germany, UK, and USA); international agricultural
research centres (CIAT, IBSRAM, ICARDA, ICRISAT, IFDC, IITA, IMMI, TSBF);
FAO; TAC Secretariat; and donor agencies(UNDP, ACIAR, BMZ, CID& French
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, GTZ, NORAGRIC, ODA, SDC, USAID). Participants
travelled from 22 different countries to attend the meeting.
The meeting was designedto follow up on the IBSRAM position paper - Soil,
Water, and Nutrient Management Research - A New Agenda. The .purpose of the
meeting was to develop an action plan that:
-

proposed researchconsortia on important themes;

-

reviewed and synthesisedimproved approachesfor undertaking research on soil,
water, and nutrient management;

-

developed a mechanismto organize it effectively and efficiently and support and
harmonise the work of the consortia; and
link many institutions in a common endeavour.

The action plan was produced through a programme involving two days of
presentations followed by three days of intensiveworking group discussionsand report
writing. The summary of the agreed action plan - the “Zschortau Plan” - was
presented to Dr. Carl-Dieter Spranger, Minister of BMZ, at the closing session of the
workshop.
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Il. ACTION PLAN
Action to Develop an International Sustainable Land Management Facility and
Programme
The Zschortau Workshop has developed an action plan to establish a
harmonised programme of sustainableland management,according to the concepts
described in the attachedpapers. The following actions are proposed to implement the
proposals made at the meeting:
1.
A group of consortia, consisting of land users, national development and
extension services,national and international researchorganisations,and others, should
be formed immediately to make existing researchresults work for the land user, and to
identify and conduct the new researchthat is needed.
2.
Consortia on the following problems of high priority should be formed
immediately: biological managementof soil productivity; environmental management
of acid soils; conservation and environmental managementof sloping and steeplands;
sustainable managementof the desert margins of sub-SaharanAfrica. (And others as’
priorities are identified.)
In addition the existing Alternatives to Slash and Bum, and Rice-Wheat
Cropping Systemsinitiatives, should be invited to be included in the Programme.
Planning meetings to develop the details of the activities of each of these
consortia should be held as soon as possible.
3.
The CGIAR should be approachedto establishthe Facility and Programme, as
a new venture, in which CGIAR and nonCGIAR institutions, UN organisations,
NABS, NGOs, farmers’ groups and others are linked in a common endeavour. It is
suggestedthat the CGIAR considersthis approach as a blueprint for other inter-centre
programmes in which nonCGIAR organ&ions are involved to a major extent.
4.
Subject to agreementon establishingthe Facility, IBSRAM should be asked to
advance fbrther action on a contractual basis.
5.
IBSIUM should convene a meeting of the Programme Committee appointed
by the CGIAR to discusscollectively with the conveners of the proposed consortia and
other interested organisations as soon as possible, and determine with them plans for
establishmentand developmentof the consortia.
6.
IBSRAM, on behalf of the Programme Committee, should identify and appoint
an Executive Secretaryfor the Programme.
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6.1

The Executive Secretary should identify accommodation for the
Secretariat,on the basisof discussionswith the Programme Committee.

6.2

The Executive Secretary should promote the development of the
consortia, and of the staff and other facilities neededfor the Secretariat
to support the activities of the consortia.

6.3

The Executive Secretary should make appropriate arrangements for
tinding the support to the consortia, and the continued work of the
Secretariat.

The cost of initiating consortia is estimated to be US$0.6m and further
7.
activities might require US$ 1 to 2m for each consortium. The budget required to
fimd the Facility is forecast to grow from US$O.47min year I, to US$O.74 in year III.
The funds, additional to those that can be suppliedby the CG, should be sought now,

III. BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION
1.

l

l

l

l

l

Need for a New Initiative
The global community has defined a set of challengesin AGENDA 21, including
the two conventions on deserttication and biodiversity and the recent Cairo
conference on population and development.Thesechallengespoint to the need for
continuing increases in agricultural production to feed the burgeoning world
population whilst sustaining the natural resource base. The problems are most
acute in the less-developed countries where population increase is often most
rapid, per capita food production is falling, and natural resource degradation is
accelerating.
The research community must meet these challengeswith a new agenda which
integrates the continuing need for increasedproductivity with a sustainablemeans
of land management. An essential component of such a strategy is the
development of improved methods for the management of soil, water, and
nutrients.
As emphasized in the IBSRAM position paper on soil, water, and nutrient
management(Greenland et al., 1994)’ soil degradationprocesses,such as erosion,
acidification, deforestation, and salinisation, are widespread in tropical regions.
Soil and nutrient loss are also responsible for downstream siltation and
deteriorating water quality problems; in sum, these degradative processes have
contributed to ” the downward. spiral of the poverty trap”.
High quality, strategic and applied soil, water, and nutrient managementresearch
is conducted by NARES throughout the tropical regions and is also part of the
agenda of many international research organizations. There remains, however, a
lack of coordination between their activities, resulting in overlap, inefficiently used
resources and limited impact on the end-users.
This action plan calls for integration of activities of the research community and
for the development of a new paradigm for research on sustainable land
management that meets the twin needs of increased productivity and resource
conservation.

’ Greenland,D.J., Bowen, G., Eswaran,H., Rhoades,R., and Vale-ntin,C. 1994. Soil, Water, and Nutrient
ManagementResearch-ANew Agenda. IBSRAM. Bangkok,72~.
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2.

Programme Goal

The Programme aims to reduce rural poverty by sustainably increasing
productivity while conserving and enhancing land and water resources through a
coordinated, international coalition of users, policy-makers, and scientists. The
initiative will contribute to the achievementof this goal by generating sustainablelanduse systemsand technologies.
3.

Research Approach

Land and water degradation is essentiallydriven by socioeconomic forces and
underinformed government policies. A new research approach must be designed and
implemented which finds solutions to both socioeconomicand technical problems in an
integrated and holistic manner. This must involve a participatory research process
which begins and ends with land and water users (pastoralists, farmers, horticulturists,
and foresters).
Hence, researchersmust rethink and reorientate conventional approachesby:
-

building researchon local users’knowledge and problem definition;

-

systematically targeting‘research on sites which are representative of widespread
SWNM problems;

-

focussing activity where there is a promise of a relatively high pay-off for
investment in terms of enhancedproductivity and environmental sustainability;

-

linking strategic research more effectively to adaptive research to monitor and
improve the resource base ;

-

forming effective research alliances with government and nongovernment
organizations at both the local and international level.

Research on specific themes, selected using the above criteria, is best
conducted by consortia comprising national and international research organizations,
NGOs, and farmers’ groups which span the research and development process.
Comparative research advantagesat each level are enhanced;the main focus is mutual
problem solving involving continuous contact with the end-user. This approach is cost
effective as it reduces duplication and produces synergy by drawing on the
comparative strengths of the different members. It is cemented by the concept of
shared ownership, methods and results.
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4. Projects Proposed to Meet the Programme Goal
Six thrusts have been selected which addressmajor thematic opportunities in
soil, water, and nutrient managementresearchand which target agroecological zones
of critical importance. Two have already been initiated, namely the international
initiatives on Alternatives to Slash and Bum and on Sustaining Rice-Wheat Cropping
Systems. Four new consortia are proposed:
l

Biological Management of Soil Productivity

l

Environmental Managementof Acid Soils

l

Conservation and Environmental Managementof Sloping and Steeplands

l

SustainableManagementof the Desert Margins of Sub-SaharanAfrica

Outline proposals for the four new consortia are attached as Annex 1. Later
initiatives might target the following:

l

l

Amelioration and/or Prevention of Salinity and Sodicity Problems of Irrigated
soils
Maintenance of the Production Potential of Soils in Mediterranean-type
Ecosystems

5. Harmonisation of Activities
To deliver the results of research to the land user, it is essential that proper
linkages occur not only between research, extension, and development organisations
but also between these and the land user. The consortium approach should ensure that
those directly involved will sharethese linkages. Many other national and international
organisations should benefit from the work conducted by the consortia. The activities
of the different consortia also need to be harmonisedto form a coherent approach with
the aim of ensuring that the whole has a greater impact than the sum of the parts. To
do this, a small secretariat is proposed, serving a Programme Committee which has
overall responsibility for harmonisationbetween consortia.
The facility will also provide a range of technical support services relating to
aspectscommon to all consortia which might include:
-

accessto data bases,particularly in “grey literature” areas;

-

information on researchin progress and results achieved in the fields covered by
the consortia;

-

publication and discussionof results;
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methodological guidelines;
training.
6.

Outputs, Uptake, and Impact

.

The experimental results obtained, the demonstrations staged for users, and the
information delivered to extensionistsare quantifiable outputs from the project.

.

A measure of successof the project is the extent of uptake of the outputs by the
end-users,e.g., trees planted, fields restored, terracesbuilt, new varieties adopted.

.

The impact is best assessedby a wide range of indicators such as actual
sustainableyield, biodiversity increased,rural incomes enhanced, soil and water
quality improved, etc.

7. Indicative Budget
The indicative budget has two major components:--First, funds which pass to
the consortia for planning, researchwork, and managementcosts; second,funds which
are required for harmonisation between consortia and for technical support.
These figures are included as an approximate guide to anticipated costs.
Commitments will depend on the rate of development of consortia activities and
decisions of the Programme Committee regarding the demand for common support
facilities.

Table 1. Indicative budget for researchand operations.
US%K
---__-_--_-_----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yr 1

Yr2

Yr3

--

we

Consortium activities

600
--

4800

8000

Consortia management

--

1200

1400

600

m

9400

Consortia research*
Planning

Subtotal

* Total cost for four cmsortia. It is agreed that this will require co-funding.

Support facility
200

200

200

140

140

Information officer

70
--

70

Training officer

--

60
--

Office staff

40

50
--

50
--

120

150

150

40

60

70

1,070

6,660

10,140

Executive secretary
Programme officer

Accommodation
Meetings, travel etc.
Services

60

Subtotal
_----------__-------___I________________------------------------------------------

GRAND TOTAL

Annex I
Projects proposed to meet the programme goal
Six thrusts have been selected which addressmajor thematic opportunities in
soil, water, and nutrient managementresearch and which target agroecological zones
of critical importance. Two have already been initiated, namely the international
initiatives on Alternatives to Slash and Bum and on Intensive Rice-Wheat Production
systems. Four new opportunities are proposed on:
Biological Management of Soil Productivity
-GoalFood security and farm income increasedand land degradation reduced in the
moist savannazones of Africa.
Overall obiectives:
To improve productivity by increasing nutrient-use efficiency and soil organic- .
matter status by the integrated use of organic and inorganic inputs.
Geographical focus:
Primarily the moist savanna zones of West, East, and southern Africa on
nonacid soils, with additional activities in other projects.
Convening organisations:
TSBF, IFDC, KARI, and IAR
Environmental Management of Acid Soils
-GoalEnvironmental protection achieved and food production increased in acid soil
savannas.
Overall obiective:
To develop environmentally sound technologies for agricultural production on
acid soil savannaswhich increase food production while sequestering carbon in soil
below the plough layer.
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GeomaDhical

focus:

Primarily the acid soil savannasof Latin America with additional activities in
Asia and Af?ica.
Convenina oraanisations:
CIAT and Eh4BRAPA
Conservation and Environmental Management of Sloping and Steeplands
LGoal.
Land degradation and downstream effects from soil erosion reduced and
productivity sustainablyenhancedon sloping and steeplands.
Overall obiective:
To develop, evaluate,and validate fanner-acceptableconservationtechnologies
which increase the productivity and maintain the productive potential of farming
systemson sloping and steeplands,thus providing a basisfor technology transfer.
Geoaraphical focus:
Primarily Asia with additional activities in the Andean Region and Central
America, and in East Africa.
Convening oraanisations:
IBSRAM andPCARRD
Sustainable Management of the Desert Margins of Sub-Saharan Africa
Goal:
Land degradation and desertification arrested and improved soil, water, and
nutrient managementtechnologiesadaptedin the sub-Saharantropics.
Overall obiective:
To contribute to the.adoption of policies which promote the implementation of
integrated soil, water, and nutrient management practices which prevent land
degradation and increaseagricultural productivity.
Geomaphical focus:
The desert margins of West, East, and southern Africa.
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Convening organisations:
ICRISAT and Niger NARES
To effectively implement the work required for each thrust, consortia including
national and international organisationswill be establishedwhich build on and integrate
existing networks and projects in each region.
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STRENGTElENING CONSORTIA: ORGANISATION AND BUILDING LINKAGES
BETWEEN CONSORTIA’.

Eric T. Craswell, ACIAR, Canberra.
My starting point for these commentsis that most consortia on soil water and nutrient
management(SWNM) have the following characteristics.
m is to improve the economic well being of developing country farmers and their
1.
families while maintaining or improving the resource baseand the quality of the environment.
2.

Focus on a high priority SWNM problem on an ecoregional or global scale.

3.

Particination includes :
National Agricultural Researchand Extension Systems(NARES) that, in line
with their own program priorities, are actively involved in applied and adaptive
researchon the focus problem.
International Agriculture ResearchCentres (IARCs) that include the focus
problem in their mandateand are active in applied and strategic research.
Advanced ResearchOrganisations(AROs) that are actively involved in
strategic researchon the problem.

4.

Financial SUDDO~~comes from
regular on-going core funding sourcesfor the NARES, IARC ‘s and AROs.
donor agenciesthat support the researchof the participants and the catalysis
and co-ordination of the researchthrough the consortium mechanism.

A researchparadigm basedon an inter-disciplinary approach and on farmer
5.
participation as major guiding principles. Strong inputs from the social sciences,including
farming systemsand economic policy experts are required.
6.

Outnuts of the consortia include:
impacts on farmer practices that conservenatural resourcesand protect the
environment
improved and appropriate technologies for SWNM

‘Paper presentedat the DSE-IBSRAM Workshop on Soil Water and Nutrient Management Research:
Environmental and Productivity Dimensions, held in Zschortau, Germany on 26-30 September

L

improved methods for conducting research on SWNM problems
new knowledge of the state of the resource baseand constraints to sustainable
agriculture
improved capacity of NARES to undertake effective SWNM research.
Greenland et al (1994) envisageseven SWNM consortia but more are currently on the
drawing boards and additional consortia will doubtless emerge from this meeting. The
creation of so many consortia over a relatively short period creates an ideal opportunity to
organ&e and co-ordinate this global effort in ways that maximise the efficiency and
effectivenessof the consortia and the impacts of the investments of human and financial
resources.
This paper considersfirst the advantagesand disadvantagesof harmonising between the
consortia, then considersmechanismsfor organising the harmonisation.
Harmon&ion

between Consortia

The dictionary definition of the term harmonisation implies bringing into agreement. In the
current fbnding climate for international agricultural research,I believe that just agreement
between the consortia will not be enough. Added value or svnerrzvshould be a nrereauisite of
anv harmonisation mechanism. If a mechanismcannot add value it should not be established.
Arguments for and against harmonisation can be considered under the following headings.
1.
Problem Focus - The foci of the consortia currently under development in the CGIAR
were defined in the context of the TAC ecoregional model for research on natural resources
and of the report of the task force on the follow up to Agenda 21, and a number of activities
are in progress in the non-associatedcentres.

-

TAC medium term plan for the CGIAR system included 7 ecoregional and one
cross-ecoregionalprogram
the CGIAR Task Force on Agenda 21 Follow-Up also recommended7 + 1
topics as the focus for the CGIAR response
the SWNM paper proposes 7 high priority research areas
IBSRAM currently manages5 soil managementnetworks
IFDC and TSBF co-ordinate networks on fertilisers and soil fertility

In the most recent development, TAC reviewed 17 ecoregional and system-wide research
programs, and recommended 14 for funding from the CGIAR in 1995. This proliferation of
SWNM networks and consortia activities inside the CGIAR is welcome for the extra resources
brought to bear on important problems. However, the uncoordinated approach to problem
definition in the many consortia mentioned above has led them to cover topics and geographic
areasthat clearly overlap on the one hand, and may lead to the neglect of other important
topics on the other. The Agenda 21 Task Force of the CGIAR recommended GIS as a means
of better defining the scope of the IARC programs but currently no one institution has
responsibility for keeping track of the scope of the various consortia under development. The
advantagesof harmonisation between consortia in overcoming these problems by would be to

reduce overlaps and gaps in research. Disadvantageswould be any reduction in competition
between Centres and programs for donor support and donor aversion to centralisedcontrol on
their freedom to support particular programs.
Particination - The uncoordinated proliferation of consortia will place demandson
2.
NAPES that the weaker systems,particularly in A&a and the Pacific, find difficult to handle.
The ecoregionalapproach to researchwas originally advocated by TAC as a meansof coordinating the approach of IARCs to the NAPES. Currently however there is no mechanism
for co-ordinating the ecoregional and cross ecoregional programs to achievethis. For their
part, some of the IARCs are finding that the demandsof building consortia are diverting by
researchstaff from their regular researchprograms and activities. Many IARCs do not have
the necessarydisciplinary expertiseto undertake researchon all of the priority natural
resourcesissues. Such IARCs convening consortia must utilise the collaborative advantage
gained through strategic allianceswith other IARCs, including the non associatedCentres such
as IBSRAM and IFDC, which specialisein soil and nutrient issues. On the other hand,
involving too many institutions may dilute the effort, so participation of IARCs and AROs in
consortia should be basedon the comnarative advantageof the institution and the special
competencethat eachcan bring to the common goal.
The advantagesof harmonisationbetween consortia would be to reduce pressureson NAPES
by decreasedcompetition between IARCs seekingtheir involvement in consortia, to reduce
the need for IARC scientiststo spendtime re-inventing modes for the effective operation of
consortia, and to maximisethe use and effectivenessof the specialisedsoil, water and nutrient
managementinstitutions.
3.
Financial Support - the resource endowment of NARES varies considerablyacrossthe
different regions. Some NAPES receive strong support from their own government for
domestic researchbut are unable to participate in international programs without a catalytic
input of funds. SomeNAREZShave accessto loan fimds from developmentbanks that the
World Bank, for one, has recently expandeddramatically but these funds cannot normally be
used to fimd the travel and co-ordination costs of participation by NARES in consortia. The
IARCs also need extra funds for participation in Consortia.
Harmonisation of funding between consortia would lead to a more equitable and better coordinated distribution of funds. Directed funding is the most effective way of ensuring that
harmonisation between consortia occurs. Some individual consortia have donor support
groups that can be effective meansof information exchangeand donor co-ordination. An
umbrella donor support group, perhapsin the form of a committee of the CGIAR, would
provide a meansof harmonisation of funding between consortia.
4.
Paradiam - IARCs and NAPES admit that they are feeling their way in dealing with
the evolving paradigm for SWNM research. In the past, researchby soil scientistsand other
natural resource scientistshas produced large volumes of publications and reports but few of
the results have been put into practice. On the other hand farmer participatory research,
although widely recommended,does not have a proven track record of impact on farmers. If
the many IARCs and NARJZSinvolved in SWNM consortia independently develop their own
paradigm, they may end up in the sameblind alleys and against the samebrick walls. The
advantagesof harmonisation are that experienceswould be shared more effectively and feed

into an enhancedresearchparadigm. The disadvantageis that too much harmonisation might
stymie innovation and reduce opportunities for serendipity.
Strategic Research The highest risk of overlap in researchby the different consortia
5.
lies at the strategic end of the spectrum where IARCs and AROs have their comparative
advantage. Some key strategic researchareasin which overlap could occur are:
Land resources and land use
Methodology for geographic information systemsand remote sensing;
Agro ecological characterisation;
e

Evaluation of land use potential;
Land use management.

Soil Fertilitv and Management
Physics of soil crusting;
Chemistry of soil acidity;
s

Biological nitrogen fixation;
Dynamics of nutrients in variable charge soils;
Methods for studying nutrient cycling;
Modelling of nutrient flows in soil-crop systems;
Microbiology of the rhizosphere including V.A. mycorrhiza;
Chemistry of phosphatefertilizer reactions in soil.

Soil and Water Conservation
Catchment hydrology models of uplands in relation to vegetation;
Modelhng of soil erosion processes;
Modelling the relationship between soil. loss and productivity decline.
Methods for measuring long-term sustainability.
Referring to the experience of ACIAR, I would like to point out that our bilateral research
projects have addresseda number of these topics, and lie other donors we would like to see
the results utilised widely to maximise the spillover effects of our investments in the NARES
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and Australian AROs that we have supported. Reinventing the wheel on every continent in
every languageon global issuessuch as acid soil managementshould be avoided through
effective disseminationof researchresults.
Strategic researchon the topics listed above is neededto underpin several of the consortia
under development. A particularly important area with widespread relevancefor
harmonisationis the developmentof internationally acceptedmethods to assessthe
sustainabilityof land managementpracticessuch as the Framework for the Evaluation of
SustainableLand Managementdevelopedby IBSRAM and FAO. The advantagesof
harmonisationbetween consortia in strategic researchare that overlap would be reduced,
methodology standardised,and resourcesassignedmore effectively to neglected areas.
Mechanismsfor Harmonisation
Since the SWNM consortia are largely within the CGIAR system,models for co-ordination
currently used in the CGIAR are probably most relevant.
1.
The CGIAR has recently establishedstanding committees that are responsible,
amongst other things, for reviewing the Group’s mechanismsfor decision making on financial
and program issues. In the current re-structuring of the CGIAR systemsfor financial and
program management,improved mechanismsfor decision making on SWNM consortia may
emerge.
2.
x
is responsiblefor advising CGIAR about programs and budgets. With the
introduction of system-wide and ecoregionalprograms in the CGIAR, TAC has had to take
responsibility for reviewing and approving specific consortia programs submitted by the
CGIAR Centres. TAC is currently undertaking a strategic review of researchon soil, water
and nutrient management.
3.
The Committee of Centre Directors has respondedto calls for better co-ordination of
IARC programs by designatingparticular Centres as lead Centre for a specific program areas.
CIAT may be designatedas lead Centre for SWNM research. This approach is clearly a useful
approach for the Centres within the CGIAR but excludes Centres outside the CGIAR such as
the relevant non-associatedCentres, IBSRAM, IFDC and TSBF which specialisein SWNM.
4.
The Genetic ResourcesInitiative in the CGIAR has a number of features that may be
relevant to the harmonisation of consortia on soil, water and nutrient management. The
integrated CGIAR system-wideprogram on genetic resources is led by the International Plant
GeneticsResourcesInstitute which works with an Inter centre Working Group on Genetic
Resourcesthat provides advice on policy, strategy and managementof genetic resources. The
argumentsadvancedby TAC for the system-wide initiative are that the CGIAR is a leading
actor on genetic resource conservation with a broad scale of activities, has wide knowledge of
ways in which resourcesare characterised,evaluatedand utilised and neededa central
oversight of the collective responsibility to safeguardthe System’sgenetic resources
commitment and to be able to speakfor the whole system.. Similar arguments could be
advocated for a system-wide approach to SWNM researchwith the important distinction that
soil and water resourcesare dispersedand are not collected in gene banks. The key activities
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of the Initiative include a genetic resourcesinformation network, a public awarenessprogram
and the managementof a fimd for collaboration of genetic resources activities.
The Integrated Pest Management Facility is a new creation of an interagency task force
5.
involving FAO, the World Bank UNDP and UNEP. The key activities of the IPM Facility
are;
catalyseand facilitate consultations and collaboration amongst national and
international agenciesinvolved in IPM
identify, assembleand facilitate the preparation of a portfolio of IPM projects
for investment by national, bilateral and multilateral funding agencies
facilitate a small set of pilot projects to provide a foundation for larger IPM
projects
document, analyseand evaluateIPM projects to provide best practices, policy
and managementoptions
advise and assistnational programs on request to design, implement and
evaluateIPM projects
-

identify specific scientific, technical, social and political constraints to IPM
implementation and propose solutions to those constraints

The IPM facility will have a Scientific and Policy Advisory Panel to oversee the program and
advisethe cosponsorsand will draw on existing networks of individuals and agenciesactively
involved in IPM programs.
Conclusions
There are compelling arguments for harmonising between SWNM consortia. In the current
climate of reduced funding for international agricultural research, efficiencies must be actively
sought. However the bureaucratic overburden must be minimised. My own assessmentis that
SWNM consortia would benefit greatly from a small facilitation unit that draws on the
principles underpinning the genetic resources and IPM programs discussedabove. In the case
of SWNM, international co-ordination would especiallybenefit from the implementation of a
systembased on the concept of natural resource managementdomains to provide a framework
for transferring results across the globe.
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